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AGENDA

 Introduction:  Angela Song 
Survey Overview -- Big Picture

 Response Rate

 Overall findings, score distribution, themes

 Aggregate Influential Strengths / Primary Opportunities

 Special Recognition

 Review Sample Report 

 Action Planning 

 Specific examples from UCSD / other schools

 Case Study -- “soft savings” and “redeployment”

 Reporting results to our customers 

 Survey Response to the Provost 



TAP SURVEY BIG PICTURE

 Total invited to take TAP Survey ( Jan 30-Feb 27, 2017): 39,090

 # of people who selected a dept/unit but did not answer any satisfaction 
questions: 416

 # of people who selected a dept/unit and also answered at least one 
satisfaction question: 4,277 (11%)



TAP SURVEY BIG PICTURE

 What if I see responses from areas that are not our customers?

 Are these results “statistically significant?”

 How much attention should I pay to the verbatim comments?

 We have resource constraints. Where should I start to make improvements 
that will make the most impact?

 The nature of our work means our unit will always have low scores …what 
can I do about that?

 We are about to launch a new initiative and the customers are not going to 
like it at first. What do we do about the survey results that come back?



TAP SURVEY BIG PICTURE

2 Areas in Excellent Range (4.30 and Higher)

61 Areas in Good Range (3.6 to 4.29)

29 Areas in Marginal Range (3.0 to 3.59)

2 Areas in Low Range (Below 3.0)

Largest # of responses per service area/unit: 1,475

Smallest # of responses per service area/unit: 1

Average # of responses per service area/unit: 257



TAP SURVEY BIG PICTURE

When UC San Diego launched their first Customer Satisfaction Survey, there 
were ZERO units that received a 4.0 or higher. 

 UW has 18% of their units in the 4.0 range or higher in your first year.

UC San Diego did not reach over 4,000 responses to the Customer Satisfaction 
Survey until its 12th year. 

 UW reached 4,277 respondents in your first year. 



TAP SURVEY BIG PICTURE

 UW NetID

 Transportation Services

 Library Services

 Reimbursement for UW Travel

 Husky Card

 Printing & Copying

 Professional & Organizational Development

 Payroll and Tax Administration

 Admissions

 Mailing



TAP SURVEY BIG PICTURE

 Strengths are in Courteous, Professional Staff

 Primary Opportunities are in 
Understanding Customer Needs 
Moving in a Positive Direction 

The above are the most commonly seen strengths and opportunities

 What stands out about UW strengths?
 Responsive to Requests

 Resolves Problems Effectively 

Use the data, i.e. the “voice of the customer” to inform continuous 
improvement projects
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 Data & Analysis
 Transportation Services
 Printing & Copying
 Building Services
 Facilities Maintenance & Construction
 Procurement, Contracting, Purchasing & Payment 

Services
 Human Subjects Review
 Grant and Contract Accounting
 UW Human Resources

YES! 

 Personal Experience
 Effort Despite Adversity
 Moving in Right Direction
 Absolutely Critical

UW CUSTOMER SERVICE RECOGNITION

Is there a specific unit or team that you feel should be recognized for their Customer Service?

Sixty-One individuals were cited by survey respondents two or 

more times for providing exceptional customer service.



SAMPLE REPORT

 Organizational Excellence







DATA ACTIONS/INITIATIVES

 UC Irvine Office of Information Technology

 Cal State University Chancellor’s Office 

 UC San Diego 



Opportunities revealed in survey

Actions Taken
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UC San Diego examples of actions taken
 Creation of a Professional Development and Training Program in Business and Financial Services which has resulted in career advancement and salary 

increases of an average or 21% for participants, 8 graduate level degrees and 20 professional certifications

 Dining enhanced their menu choices to include healthier and vegan options

 Housing improved lounge and shared living spaces in response to student feedback

 Facilities Management instituted a client response system to more quickly address customer requests

 Transportation offered specific commuting alternatives per the feedback received

 Campus Shuttle brought back a shuttle route after hearing the feedback from customers

 Equipment Management created a new inventory process to alleviate the burden on departments and resulted in successful inventory of approximately 80 
campus buildings and 6,000 pieces of equipment with minimal intrusion into research or operational processes

 Procurements created a Department Outreach program to address the specific needs of targeted customers 

 Career Services Center updated their Port Triton system to make their search feature more user friendly for students seeking quality internships

 The BFS STRIVE Leadership Development Program was created and implemented to support development of high-potential employees in the department 
through mentorship. The program increased diversity, spurred career growth, encouraged professional development and fostered mentorships for the 
participants. It is now identified as a University “best practice” in succession planning

 E-Communications responded to customer feedback stating that 57% of students used Apple enabled devices and has thus better accommodated students’ 
technology preference.

 Facilities Management instituted a note system to notify clients of visits which saved FTE time in handling phone call inquiries and on investigation of the work 
order.

 Staff Education and Development updated 70% of existing pages to increase staff understand of opportunities.

 Student Business Services responses to students’ request of electronic payment methods and now, 80% can and do pay through the e-check option.

 Mail Services no longer delivers junk mail and now sends email alerts to students about USPS packages to make receiving packages more convenient. 

 Faculty and Staff Assistance Program (FSAP) FSAP counselors now routinely call new clients after their first sessions if they have not already scheduled for a 
follow up appointment, because they received feedback from a few clients that they would have enjoyed more follow up.

 UC Learning Center established customer service response time standards to insure timely feedback to customer inquiries

 Parking, due to the feedback, an online option of purchasing parking permits was implemented. They also added more student employees and a coupon code 
option at the pay stations.

 Library used the results to add several additional tech tools to their Tech Lending Program and also used it to inform how to specifically renovate key areas of 
the Library’s main building (ie putting money towards the things they care about the most).



Customer Satisfaction 
Survey

CASE STUDY
Quantification of impact of data-driven 

decisions

Organizational Assessments and Strategy, UC San Diego



EXAMPLE: Faculty and Staff 
Customer Satisfaction Survey results 

• The scores are generally high but dropping

• The ANALYTICS from the customer’s perspective:

• Understand my needs and Resolve issues

• Website satisfaction is low, but that is not as 
important to overall satisfaction

• Keep up the good work in staff’s 
professionalism, knowledge and accessibility

• VERBATIMS have identified two themes:

• Your staff are wonderful – knowledgeable, 
helpful, responsive, professional

• Please help us understand your process!

• Unclear process steps

• Wasting our time hunting down the answers, 
literally hours of my time!

NOTE: the combination of quantitative data and open 
comments gives a clear indication of the exact type of 
administrative burden that needs to be addressed



Avoid key staff 
turnover

•Cost Savings: 
Recruitment and 
new hire onboarding 
replacement cost 
avoided for one 
Supervisor FTE: 
$75,000 (www.shrm.org)

Reduce 
Administrative 

Burden

•Cost Savings of 
reducing time on 
email and phone call 
management of 
incoming questions 
about the process(5 
FTE @ 3% time at 
$60,000 salary and 
benefits): $9,000

•Cost Savings of 2% 
of faculty, academic 
personnel, and 
administrative 
personnel time (63 
regular customers at 
$100,000 averaged 
salary and benefits, 
20 of these 
customers are 
faculty):  $126,000

Cost Avoidance of 
not focusing efforts 
on non-value added 

projects                

•1 FTE time to a 
website update 
project avoided and 
can spend on the 
process 
improvement 
project instead 
($60,000 salary for 3 
months dedicated to 
a non-value add 
project): $15,000

Awareness that 
Customer Service 
training is not an 
area of concern

•Training funds not 
required for 
customer service 
training (i.e. staff is 
already doing great 
here, reallocate 
training resources to 
other needs): $2,000

•Recognizing a valued 
staff member: 
priceless

Total savings to 
campus

 Communicating 
vision and mission 
and clarify key 
misunderstanding 
points to team (per 

Staff@Work Survey)

 Creating transparency, clarify 
steps, expectations, timelines 
Note: Customer satisfaction issues 
were not turnaround time or quality 
but about not understanding what 
and where they are in the process

 Strategic data-driven 
decision to NOT focus on 
improving their website 
based on customer 
feedback that it is not a 
priority for them

Total 
estimated 
savings to 
campus 
this year: 

$75,000
$9,000

$126,000
$15,000

$2,000
_________

$227,000

 Leveraging staff members that 
are repeatedly noted in the 
verbatims for exceptional 
customer service. Learn best 
practices and standardize 
approach across the team

Using Lean Six Sigma approaches to calculating “soft savings”…



REPORTING RESULTS TO CUSTOMERS – LIVE ON JULY 1



REPORTING RESULTS TO CUSTOMERS – LIVE ON JULY 1



REPORTING RESULTS TO CUSTOMERS – LIVE ON JULY 1



POST SURVEY APPROACH & TIMELINE FOR UNITS
SURVEY RESPONSE TO THE PROVOST

April May/June July/August September +

PREPARE
IDENTIFY 

OPPORTUNITIES

UNDERSTAND 

ENVIRONMENT
PLAN IMPLEMENT

 Understand how to 
interpret and use 
results

 Learn about 
recommended 
approach for 
addressing 
feedback

 Check-in with unit 
leadership to 
discuss 
expectations

When available, 
review and 
understand unit-
specific survey 
results

 Identify top 
opportunities for 
improvement 

Work with leaders 
and others within 
unit to gain 
additional insight on 
identified 
improvement areas

 Identify 2-3 efforts 
that will be practical 
to achieve

Determine timeline, 
expected results, 
and success 
measures

Optional: Complete 
planning template

Complete Survey 
Response to the 
Provost Template by 
8/1

Complete Action 
Plan/Project Plan

Determine unit 
approach for 
communicating 
results to customers

Launch 
improvement effort

Ongoing 
measurement and 
evaluation

Report efforts and 
results to leadership 
and customers

 Identify possible 
projects already in-
flight that may 
impact improvement 
areas

 Identify available 
unit resources to 
work on 
improvement efforts

Further prioritize 
and focus 
improvement efforts 
base on information 
gathered



ANGELA’S OFFICE HOURS

 Gerberding, Suite 280

 Thursday, May 25
1-4 PM

Drop in or contact tapteam@uw.edu to schedule.



UW PARTICIPATION RATE


